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Dear Albertan
entrepreneur,
Congratulations!
You’re doing it. You’re moving forward—and while I’m sure there have
been challenges, you’re ready to use branding and marketing to expand
your business. If you haven’t checked out our handbook on starting your
business, give it a look before you dig into the Entrepreneur’s Growth
Guide Series. The handbook might have some valuable tips and ideas
you haven’t considered yet.
To help you move even further forward, we’ve created this collection of
four growth guides. (There was too much good advice to be contained in
just one.) While we included some of the same material at the beginning
of each guide in the series, this one—the branding and marketing guide—
is designed to help you develop a unique, well-defined, recognizable
brand that you can use—together with a kickass marketing strategy—
to communicate what your business is all about. Because once your
potential customers realize how awesome you and your company are,
they’ll want to be on board. Voila! You just expanded your business.
No guide for entrepreneurs can contain every last piece of useful
information—things change too quickly in your world for that—but
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we’re confident that this guide will help you start thinking about which
branding and marketing strategies are right for your business.
Throughout each guide you’ll find thoughts from leading ATB experts,
as well as “had I only known” advice from your fellow entrepreneurs
(plus some great practices that did work for them). We know you’ll
be inspired. There are also hand-picked resources at the end of each
section, so if you want to dive deeper into a topic you can easily get
started. The best entrepreneurs are the ones who never stop learning
and see the chance to learn everywhere.
Our goal is to make banking work for people—people just like you.
We celebrate your courage and enthusiasm. And we want you to know
you’re not alone. If you have ideas, concerns, or questions about your
business or this guide, we’re always here to listen. Our dedicated team
for helping entrepreneurs can be reached at atbbusiness@atb.com.
Before we dive specifically into branding and marketing, let’s chat more
generally about growth and if you’re ready to take this on in your business.

- Your friends at ATB
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Okay let’s get started talking about:

Bringing your
brand to life
When we’re talking branding and marketing, this could mean
a few things for your business:
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Are you ready to grow
your business?
When Anton Bellot—senior manager of entrepreneurship at ATB—isn’t visiting a
client’s business, monitoring his portfolio or working on loan deals, he’s brainstorming
ways to take his clients to the next level. Through creative ideas and a strong
understanding of the banking system, he helps Albertan businesses expand
and scale. Here are the top things he looks for when deciding if a client is ready to grow:

1. Current financial state
What do your business financials currently look
like? Having a few years of positive cash flow under
your belt is a great place to start.

2. Type of growth
What type of growth are you thinking about and
why? Opening a second location is what most
people say they want to do, but there are many
different ways to grow. Some of these ways
include: diversifying product or service offering,
increasing staff, expanding your current location,
launching or expanding e-commerce.

3. Sales cycle & cash flow
Do you have the cash flow to sustain your
planned expansion? For example, if you want
to grow your sales team, it’s important to know
that you have enough cash to pay for their salaries,
commissions, bonuses, benefits, onboarding,
training and other expenses you will incur to
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attract top talent. While budgeting for your staff
increase—or any other type of expansion—you
need to determine whether or not the expenses
and payments you will incur will negatively affect
your cash flow and current financials. If your
operational costs are already tight as it is, bringing
new team members on board will most likely be
unsustainable for your business.

4. Market demand
Where is your need for expansion coming from?
If it’s ego, check that at the door. A better placeto
start is with your clients. Are they telling you
that they shop elsewhere because you don’t
carry certain products, or because your current
location is too far away? Or maybe they need more
customer support from your sales team. This kind
of feedback is a key indicator of lost revenue and
this is when growth might make sense. Take Sears
or Blockbuster, for example. Both companies might
still be around today if they had only listened to
their customers and expanded to include more
digital offerings.
Introduction

5. Flexibility
You might already have your heart set on one
specific business expansion method. And while it’s
important to conduct research to narrow down the
most viable expansion options for your business,
it’s equally important to remain open minded.

Advisors, lenders, mentors and investors want to
see—more so than you being correct—that you
want to do the right thing for your business, which
will demonstrate that you’re invested in its success.

The downside of opening a second (or third or fourth) location is that if
one folds, it raises immediate concern about your other locations. Do
those other locations have the same business model as the business
that closed? Or have you looked to make changes in the business model?
Anton would want to address that one closure as a concern and how it
relates to all your locations and would sit down with you at your location
to discuss strategies to grow and pivot to stay relevant in your industry.
Maintaining your banker’s confidence is an important factor to consider
when you’re looking at how your want to grow and scale.
If, after reading this, you think you’re ready to look at growth options
(and the financing to make your dreams reality), reach out to your
manager of entrepreneurship or email the digital business banking team
at atbbusiness@atb.com. They would love to help you out. If you’ve
applied for a loan before, the process will be quite similar. Your banker
will want to see all your financials, find out who’s involved in the running
of your business, and take a look at how you plan to pay the loan back.
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Getting started: do
less, not more
When you’re growing a business, it can seem like there are so many
things you should be doing. In the flurry of all the latest business trends
and hacks it can be hard to see how your efforts are getting you closer
to where you want to go. Not to mention the endless Google searches
that turn up generic information lacking practical advice and tools. It’s no
surprise if you’re left feeling overwhelmed. So, where do you begin?

Knowing how to prioritize is the key to beating burnout
According to Neville Chamberlain—business
coach, founder of entrepreneurial how-to
website Britewrx, and advisor for ATB X business
accelerator—entrepreneurs could actually be doing
less, not more, to grow their business.

entrepreneur can use at any stage. How do you
know if it’s right for you? Well, unless you have a
complete management team responsible for each
area of your business, then you can probably make
your life easier with this framework.

“Overwhelm is the result of entrepreneurs
trying to do too many things at once and not
doing any of them particularly well.” (Don’t we
all know that feeling!)

“The underlying principle is that if you have a
hundred balls in the air like most entrepreneurs,
knowing which issue to address, and when, is key.
You also need to know how each piece affects the
other. The Tornado Method is like a set of buckets
to put those balls in and it helps you prioritize and
decide what to focus on now.”

This is where the Tornado Method comes in. It’s a
framework to build and grow a business that any
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It’s all about revenue, revenue,
revenue

The building blocks of your
business

The top layer of the Tornado Method framework is
called the Revenue Engine—essentially it’s how you
make money. It also helps you distinguish between
different stages of your customers’ buying cycle.

The middle layer of the Tornado Method helps you
distinguish between what you need to do every
day (like taking care of your Revenue Engine) and
the fundamental building blocks that support
your business. These include your business model
(where you can use other tools like the Lean
Canvas), your brand and your product ladder.

While many entrepreneurs get caught up in
thinking that just doing more marketing will
solve their problems, the Tornado Method
demonstrates that you need to do well in all five
areas of positioning your product—marketing, lead
nurturing, sales, delivery and follow up—in order
to have sustainable revenue in your business.

Marketing

Lead Nurturing

Sales

Delivery

Follow-up

Am I generating
enough of the right
kind of leads?

Are enough of
them expressing an
interest?

Do enough of them
eventually buy?

Am I delivering
flawlessly every time?

Are they delighted,
and do they come
back for more?

Admin & Money Management
Do I know where my money is, and is my admin up to date?

Business Model

Brand

Product Ladder

Is my business model clearly
defined and validated?

Do I consistently present a kick-ass
brand to the world?

Is it easy to buy the first time, build
trust and come back for more?

Corporate & Legal
Do I have the right structure for where I am and where I want to go?

Team, Culture, and Personal Effectiveness
Am I (and my team) getting the right stuff done without
losing what makes life worth living?
The Tornado Method Framework by Britewrx
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Getting stuff done
You can make the best strategies and plans, but
your strength comes from how you execute with
your team. That’s where the bottom layer of Team,
Culture and Personal Effectiveness comes in.
“This is one area that interestingly enough I see
most entrepreneurs struggle with. This is where
the overwhelm manifests itself.” — Chamberlain
The key to dealing with that feeling of being
overwhelmed is to communicate and work
effectively with your people. Whether you have
one business partner or a whole staff, learning
to delegate to, rely on, support and receive
support from your team is a huge part of
running a successful business.

Wait, what about my
business plan?
If you have a business plan that covers some of
those categories, could that be a substitute?
While a business plan tells you what you aim
to do, and your goals, it’s not a model for actually
running your business. The Tornado Method
gives you a system for building and growing your
business. For example, if you want to double
your revenue in the next year, you need to figure
out what that means for your marketing, lead
nurturing, sales, etc. Because the Tornado
Method is visual it gives an overview of where
the bottlenecks are now and what you need to
improve to get where you want to go.
You want to revisit your business plan every couple
of years or so, but the Tornado Method is a tool
you can use regularly to track your business. Neville
recommends reviewing your Revenue Engine on a
weekly basis at least and the foundational Building
Blocks once a month. Simply ask yourself the key
question in each box of the framework to see
what’s working and what needs work.

The guide includes worksheets that you can fill in
and walks you through an initial assessment of the
roadblocks within your business and what to do
about them.
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Righteous
Gelato’s

Ingredients for small business growth

In a lot of ways, James Boettcher is what you might call an “accidental entrepreneur”.
James’s marketing acumen and passion for the Righteous Gelato brand led to
Righteous’ previous owner offering to sell the company to him, insisting James loved
it more than he did. From that unconventional beginning, James has worked hard to
grow the brand, curate an amazing team, and maintain a high-quality product that his
customers love.
Here are a few of the principles that have helped James grow Righteous Gelato:

1. Prioritize the employee
experience
No small business owner would deny the
importance of their customers, but James looks at
things a bit differently. “I used to get very excited
about the customer experience, but now, for me,
the employee experience is the most important,”
he says. “My shift has come from realizing that
the customer experience can be looked after by
the employees—if THEY have a great experience.”
Satisfied employees equals satisfied customers.

Deciding who you are and what you stand for

2. Build your brand
James is passionate about providing an authentic
product, but he realizes not all his customers
share his gusto for genuine gelato. That’s why
he put so much effort into developing his brand.
“People are more willing to take a chance on a
product they might not know a lot about because
they appreciate and trust our brand,” James says.
The recipe seems to be working, with unexpected
flavour blends like blueberry basil catching on with
customers, and new concoctions always in the
works. “Our team just brainstorms together and
comes up with the craziest ideas possible and we
always say, if you can dream it, we can do it.”
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3. Embrace the unexpected
“Having my own business means that every single
day I have a very distinct challenge ahead of me,”
says James. “I think the invigoration that comes
with not knowing what’s going to happen each and
every day is pretty exciting, and you really only get
out of it what you put in. I always say to our team,
‘you know, nothing worth having comes easily.’ So
we put a lot of hard work into what we do.”

4. Get the knowledge you need
“The first three months that I owned Righteous, I
had no clue how to make gelato,” recalls James. “I
realized very quickly how much care and attention
had to be put into the product. At that point it really
became important for me to understand the whole
process.” And so, it was off to Italy, where James
achieved Maestro Gelatiere status from Carpigiani
Gelato University, a rewarding experience that
earned James a new level of trust from his team.

6. Consider what your product
says about your brand
“I appreciate when brands are able to showcase
their true message through their packaging,” says
James. “For me, Righteous is a very grassroots
company. Everything we do is very transparent.
We showcase that through our clear packaging.”

7. Find a way to give back.
Seeing the Calgary Zoo devastated by the 2013
flood sparked Righteous’ plan to raise funds to
help get things back to normal. Two new products
were created—Bananimal Cracker Gelato and High
Water Hippo Sorbetto—with a portion of sales
going back to the zoo. “When we presented the
cheque to the zoo, it was made out of gelato of
course,” says James. “There were a lot of tears
shed and I really got to see how excited our team
was for what we accomplished.”

5. Bigger isn’t always better
For a while it seemed like Righteous had to get
smaller in order to grow. “When I took over
Righteous we actually had three cafes and
I realized that the model wasn’t sustainable
for us,” remembers James. “So we closed those
down and we partnered with great cafes and
restaurants, realizing that we had to innovate in
a seasonal market like Calgary.” What may have
looked like downsizing to some was actually the
implementation of a business model shift that
ultimately allowed the company to expand.
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Why CSR matters
to business
The scope of corporate social responsibility (CSR) is remarkably broad,
and the way in which each business chooses to engage in it is unique.
But one thing remains constant across the board: CSR matters. It starts
and ends with doing the right thing. Envisioning how you can build a
more ethical, resilient and sustainable way of doing business. Respecting
the obligations you have to the communities you operate in. You’ll also
discover that business value is created when you commit to reaching
a social or ecological goal. When you approach an endeavour or
standard with intention and authenticity, your company can use CSR
as a competitive advantage and generate value—both for the business
and for society as a whole.

Deciding who you are and what you stand for
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When we talk about CSR today, we are talking
about how a company exercises its rights,
responsibilities, obligations, and privileges in
society. CSR includes adherence to the unwritten
code of conduct in which organizations are
generally expected to “do the right thing”.
Companies are held to account by an increasing
number of stakeholders, including employees,
customers, the broader community, and, most
broadly, the planet. A commitment to a focused
CSR plan can help reduce employee turnover,
increase market share and build a strong
reputation. It’s estimated that by 2020, millennials
will make up 50 per cent of the workforce. An
employee engagement study done by Cone
Communications found that 64 per cent of
millenials wouldn’t take a job if a company didn’t
have strong CSR values. A staggering 88 per
cent said their job was more fulfilling when they
were provided opportunities to make a positive
impact on social and environmental issues. Cone
Communications also found that 87 per cent of
customers would purchase a product because
a company advocated for an issue they cared
about and 76 per cent would refuse to purchase
a company’s products or services after learning it
supported an issue contrary to their beliefs. When
we take a look at these statistics, it becomes clear
that the business case for CSR is too great to ignore.

Be authentic
When implementing a CSR strategy, authenticity is
crucial. When a company takes a stand on a social
issue, it must be prepared to step out into the
spotlight and defend that stance, regardless of the
public criticism that might ensue. Environmental
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stewardship initiatives and social justice issues such
as LGBTQ rights tend to draw strong opinions from
both ends of the spectrum, and companies must
be prepared to hold their ground when defending
their practices and positions. Keep in mind, also,
that once your company expresses support for a
cause, you will be expected to align your business
and production practices with that cause—in other
words, to put your money where your mouth is.
If employees sense that a company is choosing
to engage in CSR initiatives solely for the purpose
of profiting from appearances, that engagement
can have a negative (rather than overwhelmingly
positive) effect on employee engagement and
turnover. Employees need to know that the public
beliefs of their employer are genuine. The only
way to do this is to engage in CSR initiatives that
the owners and employees of the business truly
care about. The business will, in the end, reap
the rewards of their CSR efforts in the form of
employee productivity and profits, but any rewards
must be approached as a side benefit and not the
sole reason for engaging in CSR.
Customers are not easily fooled by disingenuous
CSR tactics either. Another study done by
Cone Communications found that 65 per cent
of Americans say they would do research
when a company takes a stand on a social or
environmental issue to see if it is being authentic.
For example, if a company speaks out about the
importance of reversing the effects of climate
change and makes a donation to green initiatives,
customers will also look to see if it packages
its products minimally, using environmentallyfriendly materials. You can’t have one without
the other. Customers’ demands for authenticity
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and observable implementation are a big part
of the reason CSR strategies are becoming allencompassing differentiation strategies.
Authenticity is also important from a brand
reputation standpoint. It’s clear that employees
and customers are doing their research when
choosing where to work and shop, but little
research needs to be done once an organization
develops a reputation for dishonesty. And the path
to rebuilding that reputation is often too daunting
and painful to travel. As Warren Buffett once said,
“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll do
things differently.” When developing a CSR plan,
companies must be intentional and genuine right
from the start.

CSR as a differentiator
So how can your company develop a CSR strategy
that works? Well, the answer is different for every
business, but a great place to start is by identifying
a cause or initiative with unique overlap between
your core business offerings and the objectives of
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the cause or social organization. With over 170,000
nonprofit and charitable organizations in Canada
alone, it’s easy to get lost when trying to decide
where to get involved. Take a deep breath. Go back
to your business’s purpose and determine a social
goal that aligns with or can further that purpose.
For example, as a toy company, Lego has fittingly
chosen to support learning through play and early
childhood development CSR initiatives. As an
Alberta-based financial institution, ATB Financial
chooses to focus its efforts on raising the level of
financial literacy across the province of Alberta—a
social goal that aligns with ATB’s core belief that
banking can change people’s lives for the better.
Conducting a deep dive into your very reason for
existence will help your company to discover
a related social goal it wants to focus on. From
there, you can develop a CSR program and invest
in nonprofits and social programs that aim to
achieve your now-shared goal. There is no onesize-fits-all approach; however, the research proves
that the business and social value created through
authentic CSR is well worth pursuing.
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Using marketing
to grow your
business
By Carol Shmygol, Senior Vice President of Brand, ATB Financial

As you’re scaling your business, your marketing budget might increase
and your strategy might change, but how you go about developing that
strategy shouldn’t be any different. Here’s a quick recap:
1. Who is your audience or target market?
2. Where are they? Get really specific using a media
partner or by actually talking to your customers.
3. What are your goals and objectives for
communications and marketing?
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Learning to combine digital and traditional marketing strategies

Follow a proven recipe for success by combining—
in equal parts—your marketing, media and creative
plans. All three have to work really well together.
You’ll need a marketing professional, a media
strategist and a creative ideas person in your
marketing team (though you might get lucky
and find multiple skill sets in the same person).
No matter the role you’re trying to fill,
contemplating bringing anyone onto your team
is a big (and expensive) deal that needs to be well
thought-out. Look internally first. Do you have
someone already on your team that has a passion
for communications, marketing, creative solutions,
writing and/or social media? This is a great place
to start; after all, they’re already familiar with your
brand. (One word of caution: don’t assume you,
the business owner, should do the job just because
you like marketing. You probably already have
more than enough on your plate.) If you don’t have
the professionalism or expertise internally, then it
makes sense to look externally—either by hiring a
new person full- or part-time, or by partnering with
a marketing agency.
If you do end up going outside your own company,
you’ll want to take the time to find the right fit
for you and your brand. Look for someone who
brings a proactive, strategic voice to the table—
not just someone who’ll do what you tell them
to do. Anybody can execute instructions, but not
everybody can take a body of information and
develop an innovative plan—in a word, strategize.
The real value in hiring a marketing professional
lies in their ability to hone in on the strategy.
If you’re concerned about budget, a great
option is to hire a student or a more seasoned
freelancer; but again, it needs to be someone
who understands your brand and audience.
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Depending on the volume of marketing materials
your business needs to create and distribute,
it might or might not make sense to bring on
your own in-house creative designer. Whether
or not you decide to do so should depend on
your internal skill sets, your company goals, and
if you can find an external designer who gets what
your business, your brand and your customers
are all about.
A media partner understands the media landscape
and can negotiate on your behalf. Whether you’re
a newer/smaller business or a more established
one, the range of media partners available to you is
significant. On one end, there are consultants you
can hire at an hourly rate; on the other, you can
work with a big agency like Vovia. Understanding
media and all of the options it presents is a talent.
A lot of businesses spread their dollars too thin,
use a shotgun approach, and decide to market in
17 different mediums with a ten thousand-dollar
investment to cover it all. A good media person is
going to say, “No, you’ll be in three places, and then
we’ll try three more based on the results that we
get.” A good media partner understands how the
channels work, who the different companies within
the channels are, how to negotiate with them and
(most importantly) how to spend your money so
you get the most out of your marketing investment.
Effective marketing can significantly increase your
brand perception, awareness and business if you
do it well, but how do you figure out your return
on investment (ROI)?
You’ve probably heard the adage, “I know half
of my marketing dollars are wasted, I just don’t
know which half.” Knowing “which half” is what
determining your ROI is all about.
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Engagement on social and digital media might
be easy to track in terms of clicks, time spent on
site, video views, etc., but at the end of the day,
these are only vanity metrics. Before you begin
executing a marketing plan (online or through
more traditional media), figure out which metrics
matter to you and how you are going to get that
information. Buying an ad in a local paper is great,
but you need to understand what you’re trying to
accomplish; do you want to raise awareness or
increase sales?
When you’re hiring someone to join your marketing
team, make sure you’re up-front with them in
terms of your expectations and which metrics
matter to you.

If you were the head of marketing at a shoe
store and you were asked to increase its
market share, what are three things you
would do?
1. Influencer marketing done well is very
powerful. I’d try to find a platform and
a group of influencers with whom I could
place my shoes where they’d get a lot of
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notice without my store spending a lot of
money. If there was an opportunity for me
to contribute shoes (or socks or shoelaces
or whatever) to a subscription box or event
gift bag that shares a similar target audience
to my store, it would be 1000 per cent worth
that investment. I would way rather give away
product with a note from me and a coupon
to incentivize potential customers to visit the
store than pay a single dollar on paid media
(assuming the target market in both cases
is the same).
2. I would become really specific about my
audience. Everyone wears shoes, but my
shoes would probably appeal to a very specific
portion of the market. I’d get to know those
people extremely well. Maybe I’d invite them
to a wine and cheese event at my store and,
while they’re enjoying themselves, ask them
about what they like and don’t like and what
added value means to them.
3. I would figure out who my competition is.
What are they doing and where? How can
I outsmart (not outspend) them?
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Discounting for
friends and family
Friends and family supported you when you started your business, and were
probably your first customers! They often champion our cause, lead our word
of mouth advertising, and may even see the struggle we try to hide from the
outside world. We need them, but how do we reward them for sticking with us?
Many immediately gravitate towards offering free things, discounts, or special
service. The problem is we do this once and it becomes expected. It’s not their
(or your) fault! You need to stick up for your bottom line, and thankfully there
are other ways you can reward them, such as writing them a handwritten note
or creating an experience that doesn’t cost your friends and family anything.

Resources
Strategy Online

Harvard Business Review

Marketing Daily

The AirBnb Story

Advertising Age

The Agile Agency

Gardner on Marketing

Learning to combine digital and traditional marketing strategies
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Growing your
business using
SEO
SEO stands for “search engine optimization”. Basically, it’s the process
of getting traffic from the “free”, “organic”, or “natural” results on search
engines. Google pulls information from every page on the web and has
a secret formula (you probably know it as an algorithm) that produces
results that are supposed to be most useful to the searcher.
As a business owner trying to direct traffic to your website, your job is to
make sure your site includes the content search engines use to find you
and display your webpage as a “useful” result.
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Driving traffic with
SEO and creating
pages that rank
When searching online, most people don’t look past the first few pages of
results. Showing up as one of the first results will make sure your business
is getting in front of potential customers. Ranking on one of the first search
results pages can seem like a daunting task. However, by understanding how
search engines work and what your customers are looking for, you will be well
on your way to taking your rightful spot on the first page.

Why use SEO?
Optimizing your content is essential to attract
free and organic growth on search engines. Let’s
start by looking at Google. Google selects content
that answers the questions of those searching.
According to Moz blog, your content is deemed
a good answer or relevant after Google “crawls”
through your webpage and determines if your
keywords align to the search query.
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What does Google consider
quality content?
The more useful and relevant your content,
the more authority your site will have. Providing
useful information and integrating relevant
keywords are two very important tactics for
improving your ranking in the Google search
engine. Gone are the days of hidden keywords
and SEO hacks—Google’s algorithms can effectively
retrieve pages that contain high-quality, relevant
information about a user’s search.
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Determine what your
customers are searching for
The first step to any well thought out marketing
plan is a little bit of research. Begin by asking yourself:
• What topics are of interest to my customers?
• What problems are my customers trying to solve?
• How are my customers currently trying to solve
this problem?
• What questions are they asking to find
this solution?
Ahrefs blog suggests a lot of these questions can
be answered by typing your search query into the
Google Search bar. It doesn’t matter how long this
search is, this is just for research.
Here’s an example. Let’s say you type in “what are the
best ways to save money for a vacation to Europe”.
You might notice that some of the common searches
you would find are “save money for vacation”.
This commonality will help you to determine which
keywords you should be focusing on.
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Select your long-tail keywords
Once you have begun to answer some of these
questions, you will likely begin to uncover an
underlying topic that your business can provide
content about. For example, say you have
determined RRSP’s is a topic that your customers
would like to know more about.
To determine the questions about RRSPs that
need to be answered, you can use Google’s
autocomplete feature. By typing “RRSP” into the
Google search bar, Google suggests inquiries such
as “RRSP contribution limit”, “RRSP calculator” and
“RRSP deduction limit”. These insights can help you
to determine what your customers are searching
for and what content you could provide for them.

Use accurate meta descriptions
Your meta description needs to accurately
depict what your content is about, so make
sure you’re not just adding keywords that aren’t
relevant. Neil Patel shares that if a searcher selects
your website to answer their query and does
not find what they are looking for, you will likely
experience something called the “pogo-stick effect”.
This means that your ranking will be negatively
affected if searchers continuously select your
website and exit out to continue the search for
content that answers their question.
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There are many courses you can take to master the art of SEO, from
the beginner to the expert level. To get started take a look at some of
the links we have provided in this article.
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Commonly used SEO terms
Alt tags — text description of an image (what you see when you hover over an image)
Anchor text — the words used in a hyperlink (like this)
Backlinks — links on other sites that hyperlink to your site
Meta description — a short sentence or paragraph that appears under the blue clickable link
on the search engine results page (SERP)
Offpage optimization — what you do on platforms other than your website to improve
search rankings (for example, making social media posts)
Onpage optimization — what you do on your actual site to improve rankings (for example,
creating clear content and implementing an easy navigation model)
SERP — search engine results page
Short — versus long-tail searches - broad (1-2 words) versus specific (4+ words) searches
(for example, “Calgary coffee” versus “ethically sourced coffee in SW Calgary”
Keywords — words and phrases that appear in your page titles, descriptions and body
content and improve your SEO score
Meta descriptions — the HTML attributes that provide summaries of both whole websites
and individual webpages (pretty much what you see on a SERP—think of these as ways
to inspire a click through to your webpage)
Meta tags — tags used in coding (you probably don’t need to worry about them)
Search engine listing preview (product) — a product meta description that Google pulls
to better answer the question implicit in someone’s search
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Checklist for using SEO to sell a particular
product:
1. Product name (“Robbie PRO Hockey Stick”)
2. Product description
• Create keyword density (just make sure the
description flows)
• Use keywords in headings and titles (search
engines recognize that headings and titles
usually point to or summarize the content
below them, so they prioritize keywords
contained in title text)
• Include descriptions of colors, materials,
etc. (this will help to optimize your site for
long-tailed searches—in other words, people
looking at specifics)
• For example, the product description for the
Robbie PRO Hockey Stick might look like this:
− Title: “Introducing the Robbie PRO—the
Wayne Gretzky of hockey sticks”

scored the GWG. Our Robbie PRO stick
outperforms the competition in every
test - at half the price.”
− Heading: “Robbie PRO features and specs”
− Bullet points: Kickpoint, flex, length, curve
L/R, style of curve
3. Images
• Upload, then click on ALT (alt text). (If you’ve
ever loaded a webpage and the images
didn’t load properly, this is the text you saw.)
• Compose the image name: Use-dashes-inbetween-your-keywords-and-store name.
4. URL text that contains keyword
5. SERP title: “Senior Hockey Sticks” (Google likes
brand names)
6. Meta description
• Use keywords and enticing descriptors
• 50-300 characters

− Heading: “The Robbie PRO is the
professional stick for the beer
league hero”
− Paragraph: “Stop spending $300 on
the so-called best stick, only to snap
it the next week when you could have

Example
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Working with the algorithm

2. Dress well

Google’s algorithm is like a “seek and destroy”
robot; it will “destroy” (not display) links that it
doesn’t see as reputable. This makes sense if you
consider that if a user clicks on a Google search
result and has a bad experience, this reflects badly
on Google. Therefore, their algorithm presents the
links with the best reputation first.

• Your site should be clean and easy to navigate,
and it should load fast. If you have high-res
images that don’t load in <1.5 seconds,
the algorithm will rank you lower than sites
that load instantly.

So how can we make sure Google knows you’re the
real deal? After all, millions of unsavory websites
have been effectively buried by the search engine’s
massive experience (just think about how many
people use Google on a daily or even hourly basis)
and by now, the algorithm is able to adapt to
new tricks and scams almost instantly. Since your
business isn’t a scam, let’s make sure the algorithm
recognizes your legitimacy:

3. Hang with a respectable crowd

1. Make a good first impression
• Remember that your meta data is what Google
first scans on your site to determine if your
content is relevant. Make sure you’ve completely
filled in your tags, descriptions, keywords, etc.
• Don’t blog just because you heard from your
aunt’s dog that you need to. Only publish
quality content that is true to you and your
customers, or the algorithm will smell BS
and strike you down.

• Don’t sell ads on your site to make a quick buck.

• Make sure that anyone you partner or
collaborate with has a good reputation.
• Collect positive mentions and reviews
(for example, news coverage) from other
companies and organizations and link back
to them on your own site.
• Do what you can to garner reviews on different
platforms—these will let Google know that
real-life individuals and businesses vouch
for your reputation.
• Social media likes DO matter, but the algorithm
can usually figure out if you’re buying friends.

4. Be true to who you are
• Don’t try and fake it ‘til you make it with Google.
Be your brand consistently across all platforms:
your website, social media and real life. (If you
have a professional-looking website but a memeheavy Instagram account, the algorithm is just
going to get confused and not recommend
you to anyone.
• Don’t half-ass anything. Deactivate any social
accounts that are just being “saved for later”.
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How a media
partner can be
helpful
By Vovia, marketing and media buying agency
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Traditional media

Why you need a media partner

Once upon a time, the only way to market
your business was through traditional media,
the backbone of the era of offline marketing.
Newspapers, broadcast television, radio, out-ofhome advertising (billboards, bus ads, etc.), flyers,
and direct mail are some of the more popular
examples of yesteryear’s traditional marketing
mix. For decades, these were the tools available
to communicate your message to a large audience.

This mixed landscape of traditional and digital
media can be difficult to navigate effectively. It’s
becoming increasingly intimidating to figure out
how, why, and when to engage specific platforms
and channels. Companies with substantial
financing, aggressive goals and strong competition
in their industry need to engage an experienced
media partner to help them make the most of the
multitude of marketing options available to them.

Digital media
While traditional media still has a place in today’s
world of brand awareness and target audience
conversions, the advent of digital media is drastically
changing how and why we communicate. Digital
media channels offer a robust variety of ways to
connect with an audience that is “always on”, and
it has the capability and agility to evolve and adapt
much more efficiently than traditional media. There
is an immediacy embedded in digital media that
is lacking in traditional media, and this immediacy
makes a big impact.
Almost 70 per cent of North Americans use a smart
phone of some sort, whether they’re texting friends,
arguing on social media, sending emails, reading
articles, sharing links, watching videos, or snapping
pictures. These forms of communication are quickly
replacing the traditional methods many of us have
grown up with, and to ignore them would be strongly
inadvisable and indeed almost impossible.
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A media partner supports companies by helping
them realize their objectives, and by making sure
those objectives connect to their overall business
goals. A great media partner is invested in your
organization’s success and works closely with
you to deliver on those key goals and objectives.
They complement your existing capabilities and
allow your company to enter markets that would
otherwise remain unexplored.
Firms without extensive marketing budgets could
search out specific channel support from a media
partner, starting with a clearly attainable goal and
exploiting the most effective channel to reach that
goal. For example, LinkedIn can be a great driver
of engagement for those businesses that are more
focused on business-to-business (B2B) or direct
sales, whereas channels like Google Display
Network and Facebook can be a good starting
point for businesses targeting business-toconsumer (B2C) sales.
Whether you engage with a media partner or not,
before putting dollars behind any type of media,
you should establish objectives and goals. There
should be purpose behind advertising; when your
marketing budget runs out, you should know if
what you purchased was worth the investment or
if you need to try something different next time.
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Formulating objectives
1. Core business objective
Determine the reason your organization exists.
Why is the company in business and what does
it want to achieve? These are the most important
fundamental questions to ask and answer.
The primary reason for most businesses to exist
is to generate revenue, and, ultimately, a positive
return for the business owner. Non-profit
organizations may have more altruistic reasons,
such as raising funds for certain initiatives or
educating the populace. There is merit in both
approaches and understanding your core business
objective is integral to shaping your marketing
goals and strategies.

to first. As well, you may want consumers who
make purchases to have a reason to return to your
platform and to share your offerings with others.
If your business simply wants to maintain visibility,
look at ways of becoming a media resource in your
industry (and thus building trust and credibility).
This will encourage people to return to your
platform to rely on and consume your content.
Building an online community for your target
market is another great way to foster engagement
within that community and ensure your brand is
top of mind. Maintaining visibility can also be as
easy as increasing your online presence by utilizing
Google Display Network and paid social platforms
for increased online awareness or by using super
boards on major roadways and bus routes.

4. Traditional/digital media goals
2. Strategic marketing objectives
Review the goals required to help your business
attain its core business objective of generating
revenue or raising funds. These goals can be
multifaceted, and as diverse as maintaining
visibility, targeting new customers, deepening
relationships with clients, increasing market share
or improving client retention.

3. Traditional/digital media objectives
Determine what media objectives will lead to
you achieving your business’s strategic marketing
objectives. For example, there are situations where
you want to keep your product or service top of
mind with consumers so that once they begin their
research process you are a place they go
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Review your marketing objectives and your media
objectives, then craft goals to achieve them. Think
about the channels available to you and how you
can leverage them to reach your goals. Ensure your
goals are specific and measurable.
Perhaps you want to reach 1,000 email subscribers
in six months. You can serve ads via Google
Display, Facebook or LinkedIn to promote the
content you have, drive the user to a landing page
with the article, and have a clear call to action
encouraging them to sign up to receive more
articles like the one they just read. This is a good
example of a well-established process and end
goal, both of which give you something to measure
performance against each month.
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Goals can vary depending on what point you’re
at with your business. You may seek to cultivate
relationships with five relevant authorities in
your industry to link between your platform and
theirs; this builds credibility and emphasises your
authority in your field.
You could have an e-commerce site or a lead
generation form on your website and use various
social channels supplemented with broadcast radio
to drive awareness and users to your website to
engage with your unique selling point. Increasing
traffic to a strong relevant content match can lead
to an increase in conversions.
Whatever your goal, put yourself in the shoes of
your potential customers and develop the journey
you want to take them on.

Top tips to maximize your
marketing channels:
Google Search and Display
Make sure there are clear connections and
keyword overlap between your ad copy and landing
page; the call to action on your ad should correlate
with the landing page call to action while enhancing
and advancing the user journey.

Newspapers/magazines
White space is your friend; do not overcrowd your
ads! Leave room for the copy and visuals to breathe.

Broadcast radio
Marry your creative decisions to the style
and sound of the purchased station.

Out-of-home
On average, you only have three seconds for
your ad on a billboard or the side of a bus to
catch potential customers’ attention—so keep
your message simple.

Facebook
Optimize your marketing for mobile; 95% of
users view Facebook on a mobile device.

Instagram
A very visual platform; use high-quality imagery only.

Twitter
Keep your messaging focused on the product,
rather than the brand.

Pinterest
Vertical aspect ratio is key. The ideal aspect ratio
for a pin is 2:3 (600px wide by 900px high)

LinkedIn
The B2B advertising platform; be professional
and to the point.

Broadcast TV
A powerful brand building tool—ensure your
visuals and copy relate strongly to your brand.
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Important questions to ask as
you make your traditional and
digital channel selections:
1. What is the primary goal for this
specific channel?
2. How active is your target audience
on this platform?

Media partners can be valuable to have in
a world of constantly changing trends in society,
technology, and marketing in general. Knowledge
and experience are important tools in a marketer’s
arsenal. Working with a media partner like Vovia
can make the difference between meeting (or
exceeding) your business goals and objectives
and wishing you knew where you strayed from
the path to success.

3. Can your goal be achieved through
this channel?

Resources
Vovia

Instagram Ads

Google Ads

Twitter Ads

Google Analytics

Pinterest Ads

Facebook Ads

LinkedIn Ads

Most channels have a resource that can be referenced.
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Dealing with the
media
As your business grows, it’s inevitable that you will attract the attention
of some kind of media. Whether they want to feature your product or
service, or you as an entrepreneur, you’ll want to feel comfortable with
how to respond to questions. If you’re able to answer questions with
your brand’s target customer in mind, you can look at media attention
as an opportunity to reach a larger pool of consumers for free.
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If you’re well prepared for media coverage, you will be able to take advantage
of the opportunity to share your brand’s story, educate consumers and generate
brand awareness. However, if you are unprepared for media attention, you may
land yourself in a communications crisis.
Because media coverage and public relations can play such a significant role in how
your company is perceived by the end consumer, it is worth seeking out media
attention and thoroughly preparing for it.

Tailor your answers to answer your potential
customers’ questions. Focus on what they want
and need to know, rather than on what you or your
media interviewer might want to say. Some basic
points to keep in mind:

• Why is this important?
• Why should people care?
• What actions should people take?
• What does this mean in real life?
• What does the average person or specific
audience need to know?
• What are the benefits/dangers?
• What specifically is being done or will be
accomplished?
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How to generate
media attention
A couple ways to grab the media’s attention.
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1
2
3

Tracking down individual journalists
Finding a journalist who is excited about your story is one of the easiest ways
to capture media coverage. This is a sure way to secure an interview; but,
make sure you figure out your key speaking points in advance so you can
deliver the messages your audience needs to hear.

Getting involved in local events
Another way to generate media attention is to volunteer at a local event.
You could get involved by offering to speak about your business or by giving
free samples or prizes to the event attendees. This is a great way to gain
brand recognition within your community. It could even be an opportunity
to share your company’s values if the event is targeting a charity or cause
that is meaningful to you.

Creating a popular online campaign
Staying relevant and posting about current events is a good way to create
a reputation as a thought leader in your industry. For example, if you are
building a sustainable fashion brand, posting your stance on current events
and trends in the fashion industry is a good way to educate your consumer
and get shared on social media platforms. Once your ideas have generated
enough popularity, you will inevitably attract media attention.

Once you’ve attracted media attention, intentionally or otherwise, you
will need to know how to move the conversation forward intentionally,
in order to take advantage of the opportunity.
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Question answering strategies
General:

Do not:

• Remember the purpose of the interview

• Comment on rumours or unrelated company
issues

• Have one to three key messages prepared
• Every word counts, so keep it short and ontopic

Do:
• Tell the truth
• Correct any incorrect information
immediately
• Say you “don’t know” when you don’t know

• Speak on behalf of others
• Share personal opinions (making yourself
the subject of a news story is a quick way to
become unemployed)

Tips:
• Make sure your messaging is consistent
across all spokespeople

• Be polite and, when necessary, firm

• Take your time and ask the reporter to repeat
the question or ask one question at a time if
you need to

• Avoid off-hand comments

• Focus on the current issue, not on old history

• Show concern and emotion

• Be sure you understand the question
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Basic questions
Five Ws:

Two Hs:

• Who

• How

• What

• How much

• When
• Where

Bridging statement examples:

• Why

• “The important thing is…”
• “It would be more correct to say…”

Bridging

• “What matters most is…”

• Help manage the agenda

• “Let me point out/emphasize that…”

• Direct and redirect the interview

• “While that may be true, what’s really
important is…”

• Steer toward delivering your key messages
• Segue from the track the reporter is on to the
track you want to be on

• “I wouldn’t say that, however, what I would
like to emphasize is…”

• Don’t ignore the question
• Project sincerity

With these helpful tips in mind, you should be equipped to present your brand’s key
points to the media. But, if you’d like to learn more about how you can take advantage
of media coverage and refine your media plan, we would encourage you to seek out
media training. While Media training is not free, it will quickly pay for itself in positive
brand reputation and goodwill.
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Spotlight on Success:

Louise Dirks
For Louise Dirks, owner of Edmontonbased fashion chain Gravity Pope, it
was a hungry Vegas trip, Doc Martens
mania, and a super-star staff that
propelled her shop to platform heights.
For many Albertans, any job that
requires international shoe shopping
trips is a dream job. Louise admits she
has a pretty great gig—but building
a successful retail business can be
a struggle.
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“I remember a season where I was so broke that I literally flew to Las Vegas with
not a dime in my pocket, and I strategically scheduled dinner with a supplier every
night so that I could eat, and that was my Vegas trip,” she says. “Those were the
things that you did.”

“
“
“

Strategic dining is one of Louise’s tips for business growth. Here are five more:
1. Pay attention to the trends—and capitalize on them.
“In 1990, I was partners with someone who owned an import shop, and together we did a lot
of international buying. We started bringing in footwear, and one of the brands we brought in
was Doc Martens.”
“The demand for Doc Martens was insane. We just had so many people wanting the product,
when we had shipments arrive, we would literally sell them out within a week. We would have
like six or seven names on one box, and if someone didn’t come to pick up their shoes, we’d call
the next guy and the next person and so forth.”
“We started filling up the import shop with Docs and it soon outgrew the space that it was in,
so we started looking for another spot to expand the footwear offerings, and that’s when
Gravity Pope opened.”

2. Expand your customer base.
“Our audience is way wider than most stores because we cater to a fashion customer, we cater
to a comfort customer, we cater to a sport customer, we cater to children, we cater to old people,
we cater to drag queens, we cater to everybody. That’s really rare, I think.”

3. Try something new, and track the results.
“Our online business is growing way quicker than any of our other businesses at this point, and
it will be interesting to see whether that is something that we have to put more focus into and
whether that’s where the future growth is.”
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“
“

4. When something you tried doesn’t work out, learn from your mistakes.
“I’ve been able to build the company better by the mistakes that I’ve made, so I think it’s
important to recognize those—that they are, in some ways, triumphant.”

5. Grow for the right reasons: your customers and your staff.
“I’ve never had any sort of plan...I never had a vision to continue to grow. The customer was
the one who was demanding the growth more than I was. What I was doing seemed to be
flourishing, and so it made sense to move forward.”
“The other thing is satisfying employees. Having one store and not having the sort of room
for upward growth for an employee can be difficult. Together, we’ve grown this. A lot of the
staff have been with me for many years, and together it seems like we want to build something
and grow something.”
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How good content
can help you grow
your business:
7 copywriting tips
By Tayllor Lemphers, freelance copywriter

We’re in such a visual and interactive age, it might seem natural to
assume that writing is dead. I mean, why take the time to read a twosentence caption when you can endlessly scroll?
While our culture’s attention span may be limited, that doesn’t mean
you should throw in the towel on writing—it just means that every
word needs to count.
So, how do you write quality stories, articles, emails, posts, and
descriptions that people actually want to read? Here are a few tips
to get you started.
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1. Keep it bite-sized

5. Know your audience

For body copy, that means keeping paragraphs
down to five lines or fewer. As soon as people
see large chunks of text, their eyes glaze over.

Your brand voice should stay the same no matter
what, but just like how you talk to your grandma
probably sounds different than how you would talk
to your best friend, so your tone and language can
alter depending on your audience.

This little rule forces you to edit your writing
and say things as concisely as possible.

2. Spice it up
While it’s important to keep your voice consistent
across all your business’s copy, don’t be afraid to
make your writing fun to read! While there are a
few industries where you need to sound buttonedup, a warm, conversational tone can be really
engaging to many readers. Just making the simple
switch from something like “you are” to “you’re”
can make all the difference.

3. Focus on your titles
When it comes to emails, blog posts and articles,
that one sentence or phrase can determine
whether or not someone chooses to read on.
Including numbers in your titles, using the phrase
‘how to’, and using a cliffhanger are all effective
ways to pique interest. Readers want to know
what they’re getting into, so avoid vague titles
that may sound nice, but don’t explain what
the content is about.

4. Know your voice
If your company was a person, what would they
be like? How would you want people to feel when
they’re around them? How would they talk to you?
By personifying your business, you immediately
get a clearer idea of the voice that you should be
writing in. Adhering to this voice and personality
keeps everything you write consistent, and serves
as the framework for all your written material.
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6. Keep it either of-the-moment or evergreen
Some content is created for a breaking-news
situation, which shows that you’re relevant and
plugged-in to what your audience cares about.
But I tend to favour evergreen content (content
that’s always applicable) so I don’t have to
constantly reinvent the wheel!
Create helpful guides, templates, tools, and
resources that you can come back to, share
with your audiences and reuse again and again.
Chances are, not every single one of your clients
will have read or seen a given piece the first time
you published it.

7. Serve, serve, serve!
This is THE most important point, and should be
the foundation on which all your content is created.
Yes, you need to sell. But nothing makes sales like
adding value to people’s lives and showing you care.
No one likes to see ads, but most people love a free
gift, like a helpful PDF guide or template. When you
create content that serves—not just sells—you’re
proving to people that you understand their needs,
and that you’re there for them. And when it comes
time for them to make a purchase, who do you
think they’ll remember?
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What is inbound
marketing?
One of the latest buzzwords in the digital marketing world is “inbound
marketing”. Inbound marketing is a digital marketing strategy in which
your business is able to attract potential customers without directly
selling your product. This process involves grabbing people’s attention
with engaging content and continuing to impress them with (even more)
valuable content until they’re ready to actually make a purchase.
Content is key. By continuing to provide information and resources
that are both personalized and relevant, you’ll develop trusting, loyal
relationships with both your current and your future customers.
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Why should I care
about inbound
marketing?
We’re glad you asked!
First and foremost, an inbound marketing
strategy will improve your team’s integration
and cohesiveness by encouraging a more
seamless connection from marketing to sales.
This will ensure the buyer’s journey takes
customers down one path that is easy to follow.
A better aligned team also means you’ll have
greater opportunities to prove that your business
is customer-focused. Your leads will be more
informed and your potential buyers will be more
ready to buy. By working together with marketing
to create the buyer’s journey, your sales team
will already understand what products or services
they should be offering. Your team won’t waste
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any time or effort, and your customer won’t
have to sift through promotions for products
they have no interest in.
Aligning your content with the interests
of potential buyers will attract traffic to your
website—without the pushy sales pitch.
Customers will feel they’ve gained something
of value from the customer-seller relationship
and will be more likely to do business with you
again because they won’t feel like they’ve been
tricked into buying something they don’t want.
And you’ll have higher-quality leads that are
more profitable to follow up on.
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What is lead
generation?
We probably don’t have to spell this one out for you. Lead generation
is exactly what it sounds like: the process of attracting new leads and
priming them to become new customers. Lead generation can take
many forms, including word of mouth, formal referrals, email marketing,
blog posts, social media posts, and of course landing pages on your
business’s website.
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Tools of the trade
Landing pages
When your marketing campaign leads a visitor
to your site, do you have a page for them to
land (and stay) on? That’s what we like to call
a landing page. Landing pages are great to lead
your customers to a specific action related to
your marketing campaign.
Landing pages are used for two purposes: lead
generation and click-throughs. Lead generation
is more common in B2B (business to business)
contexts, while click-throughs are more common
in e-commerce or B2C (business to consumer)
contexts. Make sure you establish your landing
page’s key goal before you start designing it, since
that goal should dictate how the landing page
looks and how you measure its efficacy.
When a visitor arrives on your landing page,
they should receive a warm welcome and a quick
answer to the implicit question that’s driven them
to your site in the first place. Rather than forcing
them to navigate through your homepage, greet
them with a page that has all the information
they need. To ensure your landing page delivers
valuable content, make sure it’s clean, easy to
read, and has a clear call-to-action.

Pillar pages
Pillar pages allow users (and Google!) to see how
knowledgeable your business is and how effective
you are at solving your customers’ problems. Pillar
pages are a complete explanation of one specific
topic with links to pages explaining subtopics
related to it. Not only do they help you package
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pertinent information, they help your website
stand out from other sites that may have similar
content spread out over several pages.
Pillar pages are a great way to build your visitors’
trust and establish your business as a reliable
source and thought leader in your industry.

There are two main kinds of pillar pages:
1. Resource pillar pages
A resource pillar page contains links (both
inbound and outbound) to information on your
chosen topic. While a resource pillar page might
not explain the topic in detail, ideally, visitors
should be able to use the page as a jumpingoff point for their research. Yes, outbound links
lead visitors away from your site, but they may
increase your search engine optimization—and
you can collaborate with those sites to make
sure they are linking back to yours.
2. 10x pillar pages
A 10x pillar page is a comprehensive guide to
your chosen topic. But rather than being gated
behind a form and download, these pages are
free for everyone to see. A 10x pillar page is a
great content offer for your visitors, especially
if you’ve already written an e-book. E-book
chapters are often easy to rework for pillar
pages. You can also remove sections that don’t
work as well in web format or that you want to
remain exclusive to your e-book. Remember
to keep the offer for a downloadable PDF on
the page! Many people prefer PDFs to long
web pages, and this way you won’t miss out on
capturing leads with the gated content.
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Topic clusters
How do you make sure pillar pages, landing
pages, and blogs are all working as efficiently as
possible within your content marketing strategy?
Topic clusters to the rescue! They’re a great way to
visually represent how your content pieces support
each other for effective lead generation and search
engine optimization.
After establishing your core topic, you can create
content that discusses and explains subtopics at
length. Choose subtopics that your readers want
to know more about and create detailed articles
about them! Write something more extensive than
the short- or medium-length section you would
find on a pillar page.

Topic clusters can also be used to establish what
pre-existing content might support your pillar
page and to identify content gaps that you can fill.
With the help of SEO, topic clusters are a fast and
effective way to optimize your pillar page
and content strategies.
Don’t forget to hyperlink your subtopic cluster pages
to your main pillar page! And, of course, make sure
your pillar page is linked to on all your subtopic
cluster pages. This kind of back-and-forth referentiality establishes a clear and easy path for readers
to keep track of content and stay on your site.
We know with these helpful tips you will be well on
your way to developing quality leads and increasing
your sales in no time!

Topic clusters

Pillar content
Cluster content

Hyperlinks
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Best practices for
email automation
Considering new ways to leverage technology in your marketing
campaigns? Look no further. With the growing need to personalize
mass communication, email automation is an easy way to help you
share timely, relevant information with your customers and continue
to expand your business. With these helpful tips, you’ll be on your
way to using email automation in no time.
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What is email automation
anyway?
Basically, email automation is a way to deliver
a marketing campaign or share information
about your business by composing an email that
is then queued to be automatically sent to any
individuals that set off a certain “trigger”—for
example, leaving a virtual shopping cart without
completing a purchase, or entering an email
address in an intake form.
This process reduces the time it takes to send
out personalized, pertinent emails to customers.
For example, you may have noticed you often
receive an email immediately after subscribing to
a website. Instead of emailing every person who
signs up, those businesses have used marketing
automation and set up an email once to be sent
out every time an individual like you signs up.
Automating repetitive and/or form messages
means that rather than sending out hundreds (or
thousands) of emails every week, you can spend
time on other (more fun!) areas of your business.
If your business is currently using several platforms
including email, a multi- or omni-channel marketing
automation process might align better with your
business goals. This process would automate
marketing across multiple channels, including
smartphone apps, Instagram and Facebook posts
and even text messages!

Why use email automation?
With all the other marketing tools available to you,
you may wonder why marketing automation should
be a part of your strategy. Well, start by looking
at the numbers. A report by Statista determined
there were 3.7 billion email users worldwide in
2017. This number is expected to increase to 4.1
billion in 2021. That’s more than a few potential
new customers for your business! In another study
by Wishpond, business users of personalized and
targeted emails saw a 451% increase in developing
leads. With these numbers we’re sure you’re
convinced that email automation is a proven
method for your business to reach a more specific
(and invested!) audience.
Another key benefit is the opportunity to send more
targeted information. Email automation allows you
to send out the right information to the right people
at the right time. When you send out timely
information, readers are more likely to open your
emails, which encourages increased interaction with
your brand and ultimately results in higher sales.
Once potential customers visit your website, you
can use marketing automation to send emails
reminding them to recover their abandoned
shopping cart, provide feedback on purchases or
to offer instructions on how to use your product.
This will allow your business to provide better
service and sell more to your customers while
letting fewer sales slip through your fingers.
Additionally, email automation allows you to
build and nurture deeper relationships with your
customers than you would by sending out random
email blasts. By setting up a “nurture path”, you
can continue to send information of value to your
customers so that you are at the forefront of their
minds when they are ready to make a purchase.
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How to set it up?

2. Decide which provider is right for you

While the concept of email automation can
be overwhelming, all it takes is a little bit of
planning! Here are four tips to help you create
your email paths:

It’s important to assess exactly what your needs are
before setting out to determine who can provide
services to meet those needs. If you’re looking for
a marketing automation tool on a limited budget,
“freemium” models offer great basic functionality
and simple email automation campaign templates.
One rule of thumb to keep in mind: if your website
hits more than 500 subscribers, it might be time to
consider splurging on a paid subscription.

1. Build your blueprint
Step one of any good marketing plan is developing
a blueprint to guide your campaign. In terms of
email automation, this means determining what
messages should be sent out and when. Some
examples of emails you can include are:
• Emails following a sign-up to welcome your
new customer
• Birthday or anniversary emails including
greetings or special offers
• Emails directing your customer to relevant
information
• Emails reminding your customer of an action
they may want to take
• Win-back emails for those whose activity on
your website has dropped off
• Product follow-up emails to get feedback
from customers
• Curated emails to showcase new products,
seasonal products or best sellers

On the other hand, if you are part of an
organization with a team already focused on
email marketing, an enterprise system allows you
to automate customizable campaigns based on
more complex paths and workflows. Between
free software and enterprise systems, a mid-tier
solution can be a good fit for businesses that
expect to grow and need a provider able to scale
as they expand.

3. Define your workflow
After deciding on a provider, your next step is
to determine which emails to send out after
which triggers. For starters, reference your
blueprint, then compose and put in sequence
the emails your customers will receive as part
of your nurture path. Ideally, each consecutive
email in a given path or workflow will prompt
your customer to set off the next trigger.

A well-developed plan will enable you to get to know
your customers and make your interactions with
them more personal. All you have to do is determine
an effective volume of emails (remember: quality
over quantity!) and an effective balance of
informational emails and sales-driven emails.
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4. Continue to assess and refine your process
Most marketing automation providers supply you
with data about how many people are opening your
emails and how many are clicking on your CTA’s.
By reviewing this information on an ongoing basis,
you should be able to continue to refine your
workflow process for better and better results.
By comparing your email automation data with
the data on your site, you can determine how
emails have impacted your overall revenue and
traffic to your website (which includes the number
of page visits and the bounce-back rate).

How to track ROI?
Once you’ve set up your email automation plan,
consider how you’ll measure the success of your
email marketing campaigns. Unsure how to
choose how to identify key performance indicators
(KPIs), or which ones to focus on? Here are a few
examples to get you thinking:

new unsubscribers, and dividing this value
by the total number of email addresses you
currently have.
• Email bounce rate: A number that tells
you what percentage of sent emails are not
being successfully delivered. Your email bounce
rate is correlated with how many people are
giving fake or invalid emails when subscribing
to your website.
• Email open rate: If you’re interested in how
well your subject line is performing, your
email open rate is another valuable metric
(as you’ve probably guessed, it’s the percentage
of recipients who open a given email).
• Unsubscribers: To determine if you are
continuing to send timely information, you might
consider measuring your unsubscribe rate. You
can also track your unengaged subscribers to
determine if they should be removed from your
list (so you can avoid spamming them).

• Cost per acquisition (CPA): Your CPA is
the amount you are paying to acquire each
customer through your marketing efforts.
This includes the amount it costs you to
produce copy for emails and the amount you
pay your automation provider, divided by the
number of new customers you earn as a result.

• Email conversion rate: This might be the most
important metric of all. Your email conversion
rate is the direct relationship between the
number of emails you send out and the number
of purchases your customers make. This rate
can be calculated by dividing the number
of sales originating in emails by the number
of total emails delivered.

• Email list growth rate: This metric expresses
how quickly your list is growing and can be
determined by taking the total number of
new subscribers to your website, subtracting

Regardless of which metrics you choose to track,
when determining how you want to measure the
success of your campaigns be sure to align your
chosen KPIs with your marketing goals.
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How will all of this help your
business?
Maintaining effective communication with your
customers is key to developing brand recognition
and brand loyalty. By following these best practices
for email automation, you’ll be able to maintain
stronger, more perceptive relationships with your
customers. You’ll also free up your marketing team
so they can focus on the fun stuff—developing new
and improved strategies and campaigns.

Resources
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Mailchimp

HubSpot blog

What does CASL mean for
your business?

HubSpot Academy
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Social media 201
By Adam Rozenhart & Tyler Butler, Social media gurus, ATB

Your business should be on social media—that’s a fact. It is now the
mainstream arena of communication and it’s not optional for your
company and brand. If you’re not in the game, then your audience
is interacting and developing relationships with your competition.
That said, for the purposes of this guide we’re assuming that you are
already using social media and are looking for some advice to take it
to the next level. You can decide whether that means social media
growth or actual business growth, but what you will probably learn
on this journey is that they are one and the same.
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If you’re looking for tips on how to set up your social media accounts,
when to join social in your business journey and which platforms to use,
check out the Entrepreneur’s Guide to Starting and Growing a Business.

Business vs. personal accounts
When you’re first setting up your business, it makes
a lot of sense that you, the entrepreneur, are the
face and voice of your business on social media.
But as your business grows and develops its own
identity, it begins to make more sense for it to
have its own accounts. Beside the obvious pros
of developing your brand identity online, some
platforms (like Facebook) require you to have a
business page to use the in-platform ad manager.
A quick tip: If you have a thriving personal profile
that you have been using to promote your
business, change the name from yours to that of
your business and then start up a separate account
for yourself. You don’t want to have to start from
square one building your audience.

Content, content, content
In order for social media to be an effective
growth tool, you need to have the right goals and
expectations from the get-go. Spoiler alert, no
one is on social media looking for the next great
advertisement or brand to follow. Instead, people
are on social media to engage and interact with
their own community. You need to think of social
media in terms of community engagement and
growth, which if done correctly will lead to trust,
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positive reputation and sales. If you burst out
of the gate with a focus on selling, it will be hard
to engage anyone.
When social media is done badly, it tends to be
really bad. Things to avoid?
• Too many hashtags
• Hard selling and pushing right from the start
• Repetitive product/service posts (if you’re bored,
your audience will be too)
But the most common and biggest mistake of all is
dropping off the grid. No matter how your content
is being received, be consistent and post often.
What that actually means to your business you will
have to establish over time, but here’s a handy ratio
to get you started thinking in terms of scheduling.
Out of 10 posts:
• Seven should be your own original content
• Two should be curated (well-chosen material
from other individuals or businesses)
• Only one should be a sales pitch
Regardless of whether you follow this pattern
or a different one, the point stays the same: the
majority of your content should be communityfocused, entertaining and engaging.
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Expanding to different cities
& locations
When you expand or grow geographically there
can be a desire to create different accounts for
every location, but beware—this strategy is very
resource-intensive. For example, if you are an
Edmonton business and expanding to Calgary,
there are more effective ways to grow your
audience in the new city than adding new social
media accounts—nothing beats boots on the
ground, making connections face to face!
Some criteria to review when thinking about
opening a supplementary account:
1. Is the content completely different from your
main account?
2. Could the supplementary account exist
without main account content? (Will you
just be resharing main account content?)
3. Does it add value to the original brand?
4. Does it have a distinct audience?
5. Is it re-sourced/sustainable?
6. Is there a real business goal here?

Setting up ads
Wondering how to set up ads, lead generation
or testimonials on social media? Check out the
Facebook Ads Manager. It has a “Guide Creation”
stream that gives you step-by-step instructions
on how to create ads. And it’s a great place to
start to grow your social media, since you can
experiment with their targeting without spending
a ton of money.
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Social media management
When should you hire a social media manager to
look after your business profiles? Try asking yourself:
1. Do I have the money to pay someone
to do this?
2. Have I run out of time to manage this myself?
If you have the money and your schedule is
packed, it’s probably time to look for someone
to help you. That said, don’t just hire the first
or cheapest person you find. Social media
communication is really important and doing
it well is what separates good brands from great
brands, so take care when hiring someone.

PR recovery
On social media, it’s okay to invite controversy and
join the conversation—but make sure you stay
true to your brand. You don’t need to comment on
every scandal and controversial topic (unless that’s
what your brand is all about!). Here are some quick
PR tips for surviving the trolls and the rhetorical
quicksand that is social media:
1. Take a few breaths and really think about the
situation. Don’t post when you’re angry, period.
It never ends well. Pause until you’ve calmed
down and collected your thoughts.
2. Reply when you can add value. For example,
if there’s an error in a comment that you can
correct politely, do so—or send the commenter
a link to read more. Keep in mind, though,
that if the mistake is minor or the issue trivial,
correcting someone often comes off as
passive-aggressive.
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3. Don’t continue a conversation publicly. For
example, reply to a public comment with “I’d
love to learn more—can you send me a DM so
we can continue this conversation?” Take the
discussion somewhere more private so that
you don’t wade into a huge argument in front
of all your followers (and potential followers).
4. Use your common sense—don’t be an
asshole and don’t court controversy for
the sake of controversy.
5. Apologize early and often (and mean it!). “I’m
sorry you are offended” is not an apology.
Instead, try something like “We heard that the
post we made the other day really upset some
people in our community and we apologize
for that and here’s what we are doing to make
sure it doesn’t happen again…”

Social media quick tips and
tricks:
1. Listen first. Find people who are connected
to the community that you want to reach, listen
to what they’re saying and look at the behavior
of the community. You want your social media
to align with what the community likes and
responds well to.
2. Be consistent. Pick a schedule (like posting to
Twitter twice a week, on Tuesday and Thursday)
and stick to it. Repetition and consistency are
key to social media growth.
3. Find your quirk. What is one thing that is
quirky about your business that’s also easy
to share? For example, if you’re a restaurant,
posting your special of the day is a great way
to consistently set yourself apart from your
competitors (who hopefully won’t be cooking
the same dishes!). Post a photo of the food
and make people go to your Twitter to find
out what the special is. It’s a perspective only
you have and while it might not be interesting
to you, it’s fun content for people to follow
and engage with.

Resources
Don’t Call Me a Guru
Buffer Social Media Blog
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Social Media Image Size Guide
from Sprout
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Photography
Social media posts really only require a great photo and a clever caption
to make an impression, but taking a photo can be super intimidating.
Spoiler alert: you don’t have to be a professional photographer to take
a great photo. Here are Tyler’s tips to help you fake it till you make it:
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1. Face the camera and smile

4. Be dynamic and creative

2. Show off the landscape

5. Candid laughter makes for great photos

3. Personality is okay!

6. Pose for photos with campaign branding,
like this Teddy for Toonie mascot
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Being prepared is half the battle. If you’re shooting
on a smartphone, but don’t want it to seem like you
are, keep these factors in mind:

3. Focus. Tap the screen to focus your camera.

1. Fingerprints. Wipe any fingerprints off
your lens.

5. Steady as she goes. Hold your camera steady;
lean it against a wall or table for the best shot.

2. Composition. Take better photos with
composition tips like the rule of thirds.

6. Front-facing. Use the camera on the back
of your phone (not the selfie camera!)
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4. Natural light. Take photos outside or near
a window to maximize on natural light.
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Vlogging
Are you thinking about video blogging to demonstrate your expertise,
grow your brand and reach more people? Here are some key points to
get you started from Stacey Campbell, a creative content producer at ATB.
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The ABCs of videography:
A-roll: The image of the interview or subject
B-roll: The complementary images that cover up
the A-roll cuts and edits
Confessional: Specific type of filmmaking where
the film maker speaks directly to the camera

Familiarizing yourself with online channels
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Some tips to keep in mind
when shooting a vlog:
• Camera needs to be horizontal

• Look for what’s eye catching: What stands out?
What is different?
• Use natural light as much as possible

• Keep your eyes on the imaginary line that
delineates the top third of the frame

• Be conscious of the weather and the time of
day; low sun and the diffusion clouds provide
the best footage

• When filming buildings, utilize exterior wide
shots, and shots of signage

• When shooting indoors, face subjects
toward windows

• Use wide, establishing shots to provide
context or introduce a subject

• Pay attention to artificial light colours (blue,
green, yellow, orange), and bounce artificial
light off window coverings for a more diffused,
natural look

• Medium shots are good for interviews
• Use close ups for emphasis or to highlight
an emotional moment
• Depth of shot: Business in the front, party
in the back (and out of focus)
• Hold the shot for longer than you think
you need to
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• Wardrobe: Avoid logos, stripes, patterns,
and have a couple of options
• Hair & makeup: Keep it looking clean; use
light powder blotting paper for sweat/shine
• Location sound: If the area is too loud to have a
quiet conversation, it’ll be impossible on camera
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Framing height quick setup and review sheet

Extreme closeup

Closeup

Medium closeup

Medium shot

Medium full shot

Full shot

Proportional comparison as shown in 1:1.85 aspect ratio with attention to rule of thirds
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Shooting on your smartphone:

Opt. A

Opt. B

Resources
Backing up your photos and videos from your smartphone
Phone tripod
Handheld stabilizer
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Podcasting
When looking at different content platforms you might use to establish yourself
as a thought leader in your field, podcasting is definitely on the list. Lately, it
seems like everyone is podcasting; you’re probably familiar with one, given the
sheer volume of series being published.

As with anything, there are some definite pros and cons to podcasting
as an entrepreneur:
Pros

Cons

• The barrier to entry is quite low. If you’re already
having important conversations, you can just
record them.

• It’s hard to build an audience quickly. You
need a whole promotional plan for your podcast.
If not, the endeavour might just add work
to your life, as opposed to raising awareness
of you and your business.

• Podcasting is an easy way to share your
thoughts, especially if you’re not a writer.
• It’s relatively inexpensive. The equipment might
not seem cheap, but is just a one-time expense.
• You have an opportunity to develop yourself
as a thought leader in your industry and raise
awareness of you and your business.

• iTunes is drowning in podcasts. It can be
a challenge to stand out in the crowd.
• You need a unique point of view that separates
you from everyone else in your category.
• If you don’t have any tech knowledge, the actual
recording process can be confusing.

Resources
Alberta Podcast Network
iTunes Podcast Support
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Protect what
you’ve made
Regardless of the medium you choose, you will likely have some pieces
that might need protection. With the help of some of our experts, we
have created a breakdown of the most common five types of intellectual
property—IP for short—and what they’re used for.

Copyright: Protects original creative work of
all kinds. That means you have exclusive rights
to reproduce the work, as well as perform, publish
or translate it.
Patent: Protects new and useful inventions
that aren’t obvious. A patent gives you the right
to exclude others from making, using, or selling
your invention in Canada for up to 20 years.
Trademark: Protects words, signs, symbols,
designs, and sounds, that differentiate your
products and services from others.

Industrial design: Protects the original visual
features of the shape, configuration, pattern,
or ornamentation of a finished object. It’s all
about aesthetic, not functionality. Registering an
industrial design gives you the exclusive right to
make, import, sell or rent any product for which
the design is applied for up to 15 years in Canada.
Trade secret: Your confidential, valuable business
information (think something along the lines
of grandma’s super-secret cookie recipe). Your
competitive advantage is only safe as long as it’s
kept secret.

If you’re thinking about protecting your work, you will need to talk to
a lawyer. Meet with one of our entrepreneur strategists to get some free
advice and their recommendations so you know you’re in good hands
when you do meet with a lawyer.
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Spotlight on Success:

Social School
You probably wish you had the
opportunity to sit down and pick the
brain of a marketing expert. We did
too. That’s why we enlisted the help of
our friend Kelly from the Social School
to share her answers to our most
pressing marketing questions.
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“
“
“
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If you only had $100 to market your business how would you use it?
Kelly: “I would start by taking my whole team out for really great coffee at Rosso or Gravity and
absolutely define our brand values. If we had $1,000 maybe we would go stay at a hotel and do
it for three days. Truly from there, like writing out a marketing plan and everything else we
would start with who we are. That way it’ll be crystal clear to those we are speaking to, whether
we are right for them or not.”

If you could only use one channel to market your business, which would you use?
Kelly: “I am going to say email marketing. It is so powerful right now and it isn’t at the mercy of
algorithms. Open rates and reach are so much higher. And you’re speaking to people that have
asked to be spoken to. They have opted in. They want to hear from you. It’s the best place to
build advocates and brand ambassadors but also to convert sales.”

What marketing trends should entrepreneurs keep their eyes out for?
Kelly: “We see LinkedIn Business pages as an absolute untapped opportunity for businesses. It’s
where Facebook was 4 years ago in terms of organic reach. People are not quite using it to its
full extent. They are still seeing it as a resume builder versus a content machine.”

How would you recommend a new entrepreneur approaches the brand development process?
Kelly: “I would ensure that your business plan is solid before you start developing your
marketing plan and then when you are looking at your marketing plan know exactly what
platforms you need to be on because of where your audience is and then decide what is
sustainable. If that means just starting with a blog and a LinkedIn page, or maybe just 5 tactics
or platforms, that’s great. But it has to be something that you can build on as opposed to fall
off the map with or go crazy by.”
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Is there a set percentage a business should be allocating towards marketing?
Kelly: “We hear 7-10% of revenue, but what holds true for us is if we are not advertising, we
are not paying to get our message out there and we really notice a dip in sales. I am constantly
telling people to allocate strategically. Do what you can in house and then allocate to paid
content or paid advertising campaigns wherever you can.”

As her concluding piece of advice Kelly reminds us “you want to be constantly
adapting and evolving your content or product as well as continuously finding
ways to get it in front of new people”.
Entrepreneur, this means you. Go forth and market, market and market again.
We know you will be wowing your customers in no time.

Resources

Resources

The Social School

The Moment of Lift by Melinda Gates

Radical Candor by Kim Scott

If You Have to Cry Go Outside and
Other Things Your Mother Never
Told You by Kelly Cutrone

Everybody Writes by Ann Handley
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Communications
Remember the childhood game of telephone? The one where you would
sit in a circle and player one would whisper a phrase or word in the ear
of player two. Then player two would whisper what they thought they
heard to player three. And so on. And so on. Until finally, the last player
announced to all players what they heard. Everyone would erupt into
giggles when they heard “My monkey is a silly head”, player one (at least)
knowing it had originally started as “Mr. Lonie has a …”
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Funny right? But apply the same basic principle to
your communications with your business contacts,
your employees and your clients. Sometimes a
mixed message can make a big impact to your
business... and it won’t always leave you laughing.
Enter communications.
Whether it’s ensuring your employees (even if
you only have one!) are engaged, advocating for
your company or drumming you up some media
coverage for an event, a communications expert
can help ensure the messages you want your
audience to hear are, in fact, heard.
Let’s look at your employees as just one example.
Without a doubt, your employees are the best
ambassadors of your brand and your business.
Set them up for success by helping them
understand your brand and how they can help
refine and represent it each and every day.
Your brand values and messaging should be
front of mind when developing your marketing
and internal communications. In order to
substantiate your brand and who you are, you
should carry your brand message into your
communications with your employees, and match
your voice internally and externally. You might talk
to your employees a little differently than you talk
to external audiences (like clients), but your voice
should remain consistent. You will sometimes hear
people say that it’s okay if it’s not “on brand” if it’s
for an internal audience, but this attitude is not
ideal. You want your brand to be solid at the core
and then build it outwards. Having strong internal
communications that represent your brand and
voice is a clear way to do this.
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You’re “communicating” any time you are
informing, educating or inspiring your team
members. Yes, communications can quickly fall
to the bottom of your pile of priorities as an
entrepreneur, but if you already have someone
on your team handling your marketing and social
media, it makes a lot of sense for them to also
handle your communications. This person can
strategize for your key messages and business
objectives and then apply their strategies to all of
the channels you want to communicate through.
When looking for someone to come on board,
keep an eye out for a word nerd with a creative
core and a keen attention to detail. If you’re just
starting out and don’t want to grow your team
just yet, enlist a well-rounded employee who
has a knack for engaging and educating, both
internally and externally. You can lean on your
communications person for external web copy,
speech notes, presentations, employee programs,
media relations and everything in between.
Wait? Does this sound familiar? If you’ve read
Carol’s section on marketing, then it should.
Communications and marketing often go handin-hand. And, on the other side, sometimes
you may have a hard time understanding when
communications ends and HR begins.
Simply put, it’s all about the golden rule.
Communicate to others as you would have them
communicate to you. Have a clear understanding
of both what you want to achieve and the audience
that you need to reach.
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Sample communication plan
Here’s an example of a communication plan from
ATB client Dogma Behavior and Education Centre.
—
Business name: Dogma Behavior & Education
Centre
Business objectives: Increase sales by 15%
Communications objective (supporting
the business objectives): Drive 300 people
to the website
—

Top three tips for setting up internal
communications in your company:
1. Be clear on your business objectives and your
brand, and set communication objectives that
support them.
2. Your brand should start from the inside out.
Internal comms is integral to getting your
employees to support and represent your brand.
3. Internal communications shouldn’t be an
afterthought or something you do once and
forget about. They say that culture eats strategy
for breakfast—but what is culture without
strong communication?

External audience: Clients of the centre, dog
owners, dog trainers, pet sitters
Communication channels: Social media, dog
meetup websites, search engines
Message: “Dog training programs from certified
CBCC-KA trainers focused on positive and
supportive training practices.”
—
Internal audience: Staff including centre admin
and trainers
Communication channels: Email, WhatsApp group

Resources
International Association of
Business Communicators
Canadian Public Relations
Society
Ragan

Message: “We want to inspire everyone to stay on
top of the latest training practices and recognize
the trainer of the week.”
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Thought
leadership
Karin Poldaas, Director, external communications ATB
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1. First, have thoughts. Make them unique.

3. Be authentic.

It’s not enough to be an expert in your field,
though that’s a good start. You need to have a
unique perspective on your industry and the world
around you, something no one else has thought
of yet. Think Steve Jobs. That’s a BIG example. But
let’s think big! After all, you’re a doer! And while
sorting out what you stand up for will take a certain
amount of elbow grease—if you get it right—doing
so will ensure that people sit up and listen.

Don’t try to be something you’re not. Your audience
will see right through it. Don’t try to sell something.
Your audience will tune right out. Be real. Be you.

2. Know your audience. Give them what they
want.
When it comes down to it, thought leadership
is about content, what you’re sharing. So when
you’re prepping your presentation, make sure
it’s content your audience is interested in and
not just what you’re interested in talking about.
To do this, you have to know your audience.
Do your research and learn what matters to them.
Use that information to shape what you’re talking
about. And make sure you share it in ways they
want to receive it. Is your audience online? If so,
be there with them. Do they prefer presentations?
Present away! Know your audience and I guarantee
they will want to get to know you.

Thought leadership takes work. But you’re an
entrepreneur, so you’re used to rolling up your
sleeves, right? So get out there and splash around.
Now is as good a time as any to build credibility and
trust for you and your work. We’ll be rooting for you!
(And one final tip. Avoid calling yourself a “thought
leader”. It’s not a title you give yourself. It’s
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4. Get training. Then practice. A lot.
Did we say this was easy? Nope. But it’s easier if
you find people to help you out. So sign up for
that social media course you saw online. Hire a
communications coach. Join your local speakers
training group. You’ll learn how to craft and tell a
story and you’ll get incredibly useful feedback that
helps you to be better. And make sure you practice,
because you know…

5. Seek out opportunities. Say yes when they
come.
When you’re armed with your clearly-defined
values and unique perspective, find opportunities
to share them. Start your blog (or vlog). Fire up
your Twitter account. Sign up to present at one of
ATB’s Entrepreneur Centres in Calgary, Lethbridge,
Edmonton or Grande Prairie.

bestowed on you. Think Sheryl Sandberg. Think
Steve Jobs (again). A fellow named Tim Sackett says
that thought leaders are “people who come up
with ideas before everyone else that will eventually
become popular beliefs. This means you are really
only a Thought Leader in hindsight.” He’s right. So
remain confident, be humble and get in there!)

Bringing it all in(ternally)

Conclusion
We hope this guide—which has tapped the knowledge, instincts and best
advice of ATB specialists across our company—has given you somewhere to
start as you plan for the growth of your business. We’re here only because
of you. We innovate only to better serve you. And so we’ve also put together
a list of resources, easily searchable, to help us find answers to your specific
challenges. There’s some motivation and inspiration there for you too.
These tips might be a little overwhelming so a mentor might be a helpful
addition to your team. When choosing a mentor here is our piece of advice:
The best ones don’t rattle off answers—instead they ask you questions to
arrive at the solution yourself and feel empowered. Don’t look for a “guru”; find
someone who didn’t have the kind of support you have back when they started
their business—they will want to give back and expect nothing in return (but
you will be surprised at how you can help them in other areas).
To find a great mentor, ATB has lots of great networking events at our
Entrepreneur Centres in Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge or Grande Prairie.
We’re always here and if you need a hand, please reach out to our ATB
business experts at atbbusiness@atb.com.
Here’s to your success!

- Your friends at ATB
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